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Agenda
 Welcome & Introductions (Mark McFall)
 Learn - Introduction to Trans : What is gender identity, some facts and figures
 Ask – Ask your questions as we go along!
 Talk - Our Recruiter challenge : What’s your advice and guidance? What are

you going to walk away with from today?
 Close & Next Steps

Genderbreadperson

Male

Female

At least 64 self identified descriptions

A few stats....
 The UK numbers that are coming forward for medical treatment are increasing by 20% p.a.
(and by 50% for under 18’s) ....yet NHS funding remains flat.
Numbers seeking Medical Help - Now at 20%
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Source: Gender Identity Research & Education Society, June 2014

 25 in 100,000 decide to transition (0.025%)

 Suicide rates (including suicidal feelings) for the trans population run at 10x the national UK
average. A 2012 study found that “The majority of participants, 84%, had thought about
ending their lives at some point”

A few more stats....
 Employers, in the UK, should expect that 1% of their workforce to express their
gender in ways that does not conform to the normal binary male & female models
 In May 2015 Fusion's Massive Millennial Poll found that “50% of millennials felt that
gender is actually a spectrum”, and that “some people fall outside conventional

categories”
 40% of people who would like to transition feel unable to do so in the work
environment and, as a result, work under great stress and are unlikely to reach
their full potential
 In the UK just 38% of trans people are in full time in employment & 12% in parttime employment
 Of those few trans people who are employed 51% were in professional and
managerial roles prior to transition

What about trans employees?
Totaljob.com March 2016

 60% of trans employees have experienced Transphobic discrimination in the
workplace
 53% feel the need to hide they are trans from colleagues at some point
 25% of trans employees have been discriminated against by management
 36% of trans people change jobs because of an unwelcoming environment
 50% of Gender Fluid, non Binary employees have left a job as the environment is
not welcoming
 21% of companies have no provision for trans employees

 43% of trans people actively look for trans – friendly policies when applying for a
job
 54% of people had better workplace performance after transitioning

Trans allies matter!
 Learn the issues


Stay informed about the issues facing trans people and don’t be afraid to ask questions.

 Be comfortable


Be comfortable openly discussing the everyday lives of your Trans colleagues, friends, and families —
it can go a long way toward creating an inclusive environment

 Speak up


Don’t let stereotypes, non-inclusive jokes/language, or misperceptions go unchallenged — and don’t
be afraid to acknowledge your own mistakes.

 Advocate (internally & externally)


Allies can play a role in advocating for external causes.

 Come out as a friend


Visibly show your support as a friend all year round through regular conversation and signs
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Our Recruiter Challenge
 Are you explicitly asked by clients to present Trans or gender non-binary






candidates for selection?
How can preferred suppliers be rewarded for finding diverse candidates?
Does your public website include specific reference to being Trans
inclusive? Just LGBT is not good enough
Do you have visible Trans role Models or Trans Allies?
What’s your commitment to make changes?

Discussion points
 Advice for candidates
 Male candidate name & girls school on cv
 LinkedIn profiles (especially recommendations) might be inconsistent
 Deep telephone voice and female name (or vice versa)
 Disclosure – what point do I disclose or when can you tell?
 Why and How do you monitor?
 Passport, Academic Certificates and references could be in a different

name

Other than Gender, how open are hiring managers to diverse
candidates?

Next Steps
 Feedback (was this useful?)
 Share what you’ve learnt

 Challenge your hiring managers and suppliers
 Be a trans ally
 Ask questions – reach out

 Ask us to help

Check out our website (www.transformationuk.com)
Follow us on Twitter (@TFormUK)

